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The Digital Photo Pro profile of Jerry Uelsmann from 2012 is one of the most popular articles we’ve ever 
run. When we spoke to Uelsmann in 2012, he shed light on his approach to photo manipulation. A lot has 
changed since we last talked to Uelsmann years ago—he won a Lucie award for lifetime achievement 
and released a retrospective book of his photography. As the digital world continues to march ahead, 
Uelsmann continues to toil in the darkroom. You’ll find our new interview first, and then the original 2012 
article after this update. 
—Editor  
 
Jerry Uelsmann is a creative genius, but it takes technical prowess to translate what his mind’s eye sees 
to a tangible medium. His composite images are all the more impressive with the realization that the 
surreal visions were created in an analog world. The Detroit-born, Gainesville-based photographer has 
influenced countless other visual artists through his teaching, exhibitions and books. His second look 
back, Uelsmann Untitled: A Retrospective, published by the University Press of Florida, reconfirms his 
extraordinary previsualization abilities combined with his mastery of traditional darkroom techniques. 



DPP: Since the last time DPP sat down with you, you’ve created a new body of work, released a 
retrospective and received a lifetime achievement award in fine-art photography at the prestigious Lucie 
Awards in New York. 

Jerry Uelsmann: I work on a regular basis and 
constantly explore the options that are available to me 
in the darkroom. I’ve learned over the years that you 
can’t just make good or great images. It’s like saying, 
“We just have a few minutes to talk right now, let’s be 
profound.” It doesn’t work that way. I find by working on 
a regular basis it gives me the ideas, the base to think 
of the next image. I have all these resources from 
negatives that I’ve taken over many years, as well as 
recent shoots such as the one I did in Central Park 
while I was in New York for the AIPAD show. I’ve been 
dealing a lot with those negatives. I try and keep fresh. 
If I were younger, I would be working digitally, as the 
technology has so improved in terms of print quality 
and archival-ness, but I’m totally committed to the 
darkroom, and I still love the magic of watching a print 
appear in the developer. 

DPP: Are there some darkroom supplies 
that are tough to find these days? 

Uelsmann: It’s not too difficult; they’re just 
at a higher price. B&H is the big supplier, 
and the interesting thing is the myth that’s 
out there that the older papers were better. 
It’s not true. There are wonderful papers 
today. I’m currently using Ilford Multigrade 
Warmtone. It’s exquisite. I’m using the 
basic Dektol developer and rapid fix, all the 
basic chemicals are still available. One of 
the ironies in terms of the art market is that 
there’s a great emphasis on vintage prints. 
The interesting thing is with everybody 
going digital, who wants a vintage digital 
print? Back in the day, they wouldn’t 
last—let them be hit by sun for a while and 
they were gone. I like my vintage prints and 
I think they’re good quality, but I don’t think 
they’re in any way superior to the print 
quality I’m getting now. 



 

DPP: How do you do what you do in the 
darkroom from a technical standpoint? 

 

Uelsmann: I have seven enlargers. 
Usually, the image begins with two or 
three of them. By looking at contact 
sheets, I find a point of departure. It’s like 
when you’re writing something, you have 
to put down that first sentence to see 
where it’s going to go, and sometimes it 
doesn’t go very far and sometimes it 
leads to other thoughts and ideas.  

I’m constantly addressing the images 
coming up in the developer. I’m initially 
testing for correct exposure and burning 
and dodging options. Usually, in that 
process, I’m thinking about other 
variations or elements that can be 

added. Fairly frequently, I’ll leave all the negatives in the enlargers, then the next day, when 
I look at the print, I’ll think of another option, either a better way of printing the image or an 
additional element that could be added.  

There are times when I’m exploring variations of a particular image for three or four days. 
It’s not like you have a meter you could hold up to the print, and it says, “Oh, it registered up 
in the art area. This is art!” At the time I’m working on these, my conscious mind is 
addressing all the technical aspects, and on another level, there’s an image in front of me 
that’s evoking an emotional response.  

My conscious part has to remember I do this dodging at this enlarger, that dodging at that 
one, and the different times. I enjoy that part of the process. It’s like resolving some 
complex problem and working it out technically. But then there’s a point at which you do 
have to address it visually. Often, you’re dealing with a sort of cognitive dissidence in that if 
you’ve invested all day or several days working on something, you’re thinking, “This has to 
be good. I’ve spent so much time on it.” But as time passes, you do get a greater 
perspective on which images seem to be resolved better than others. 

 

 



 

DPP: Are you consciously trying to 
convey certain messages with your 
images? 

 

Uelsmann: People ask me, “What does 
this image mean?” I really like the fact 
that the viewer completes the image, that 
they find some personal basis that they 
can either pass over or they can relate to 
it.  

I don’t have a hidden agenda that they 
have to have a specific response to. On 
the other hand, I have a lot of images 
that deal with relationships. Some deal 
with aging. I’m 81 years old now.  

Whatever the images are, I just try to 
work authentically. Rarely does the 
image come completely together when 
I’m looking at contact sheets. In some 

cases, I’m in a sense making the same image over the last 60 years. It’s not like I’m going 
to grow a new head, but as I grow older, I have a broader base of life experiences that feed 
into the potential content of the images. 

 
 
Response Questions: 

1. What does Jerry Uelsmann say helps him make great images? 
2. Why does Uelsmann still use film instead of going digital? 
3. Briefly describe how Uelsmann works in the darkroom. 
4. What concept does Uelsmann mention that a lot of his work deals with? 


